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The Alienist (TNT Tie-in Edition) Nov 03 2019 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NOW A TNT
ORIGINAL SERIES • “A first-rate tale of crime and punishment that will keep readers guessing until the
final pages.”—Entertainment Weekly “Caleb Carr’s rich period thriller takes us back to the moment in
history when the modern idea of the serial killer became available to us.”—The Detroit News When The
Alienist was first published in 1994, it was a major phenomenon, spending six months on the New York
Times bestseller list, receiving critical acclaim, and selling millions of copies. This modern classic
continues to be a touchstone of historical suspense fiction for readers everywhere. The year is 1896. The
city is New York. Newspaper reporter John Schuyler Moore is summoned by his friend Dr. Laszlo
Kreizler—a psychologist, or “alienist”—to view the horribly mutilated body of an adolescent boy
abandoned on the unfinished Williamsburg Bridge. From there the two embark on a revolutionary effort
in criminology: creating a psychological profile of the perpetrator based on the details of his crimes. Their
dangerous quest takes them into the tortured past and twisted mind of a murderer who will kill again
before their hunt is over. Fast-paced and riveting, infused with historical detail, The Alienist conjures up
Gilded Age New York, with its tenements and mansions, corrupt cops and flamboyant gangsters, shining
opera houses and seamy gin mills. It is an age in which questioning society’s belief that all killers are
born, not made, could have unexpected and fatal consequences. Praise for The Alienist “[A] delicious
premise . . . Its settings and characterizations are much more sophisticated than the run-of-the-mill
thrillers that line the shelves in bookstores.”—The Washington Post Book World
“Mesmerizing.”—Detroit Free Press “The method of the hunt and the disparate team of hunters lift the
tale beyond the level of a good thriller—way beyond. . . . A remarkable combination of historical novel
and psychological thriller.”—The Buffalo News “Engrossing.”—Newsweek “Gripping, atmospheric . . .
intelligent and entertaining.”—USA Today “A high-spirited, charged-up and unfailingly smart

thriller.”—Los Angeles Times “Keeps readers turning pages well past their bedtime.”—San Francisco
Chronicle
All the Sad Young Men Jan 06 2020 All the Sad Young Men is the third collection of short stories written
by F. Scott Fitzgerald, published by Scribners in February 1926.
Call Me Hope Dec 05 2019 As 11-year-old Hope struggles to live under the pressures of her verbally
abusive mother, she's tempted to run away but instead chooses resilience. She creates a secret safe haven
and an innovative point system (giving herself points for every bad thing her mother says to her); finds
comfort and inspiration from Anne Frank, The Diary of a Young Girl; and gains a support team.
Ultimately, Hope is able to confront her mother about her hurtful words and help her begin to change.
The Whisper Man Mar 08 2020
Heartsick Aug 13 2020 Addicted to painkillers and still bound to Gretchen Lowell, the beautiful serial
killer who had abducted and tortured him before turning herself in, Portland detective Archie Sheridan is
caught in another deadly duel with a murderer targeting teenage girl
The Stud Book Sep 13 2020 Four Portland friends navigate the complexities of motherhood and
friendship against the backdrop of the city.
The Complete Archie Sheridan and Gretchen Lowell Series, Books 1 - 6 Feb 28 2022 Meet Gretchen
Lowell, the stunningly beautiful psychopath The Huffington Post called "the most diabolical female serial
killer in fiction," and Archie Sheridan, the police detective whom she caught and tortured...and then let
go. Here together for the first time in a fabulous eBook bundle are six thrillers in Chelsea Cain's New
York Times bestselling Archie Sheridan and Gretchen Lowell series. HEARTSICK Archie Sheridan
finally put Gretchen Lowell, the Beauty Killer, in prison, but he can't seem to forget her. Now, he realizes
that even behind bars, Gretchen might be the only person who can help him find the serial killer he's
currently tracking. SWEETHEART When the body of a young woman is discovered in Portland's Forest
Park, Archie can't focus on the new investigation because the Beauty Killer case has exploded again:
Gretchen Lowell has escaped from prison. EVIL AT HEART Gretchen Lowell is still on the loose, and is
developing her own bizarre kind of fan club. When Archie and Gretchen last spoke, he agreed not to kill
himself if she agreed not to kill anyone else. But when a new body is found accompanied by Gretchen's
trademark heart, all bets are off. THE NIGHT SEASON Heavy rains have flooded Portland's Willamette
River, and several people have drowned in the rising waters. And then the medical examiner discovers
that four of the drownings were actually murders. Portland has a new serial killer on its hands, and Archie
and his task force have a new case. KILL YOU TWICE A corpse has been discovered in Mount Tabor
Park in Portland, and Gretchen claims to have inside knowledge about the grisly murder. What game is
she playing this time? And more frightening, what secrets from Gretchen's past would someone kill to
protect? LET ME GO Undercover in an investigation, Archie attends a party thrown by a notorious local
drug kingpin. By morning, Archie is back on pain killers, a guest is dead and Archie quickly realizes that
only one thing is clear: Gretchen is back in his life.
Hold on to the Sun May 10 2020 The Israeli author’s poetry, essays, and stories on the haunting legacy
of WWII “swirl mystically out of history and into dazzling floods of wonder” (Don DeLillo, author of
White Noise). In this portrait of the artist as a young woman, one of Israel’s most acclaimed
contemporary writers weaves together a kaleidoscope of fiction, poetry, and essays. Populated by both
fictional and real people, each tale is in some way a search for meaning in a post-Holocaust world.
Reminiscent of W.G. Sebald, characters irrationally and humanely find reason for hope in a world that
offers little. Essays describe Govrin’s visits to Poland as a young adult, where her mother had survived a
death camp, but had lost her husband and their child, Govrin’s half-brother. Capturing the depths of denial
and the exuberance of youth in a multiplicity of voices, this haunting collection “joins the few serious
books that try through artistic means to face the unspeakable” (Aharon Appelfield, author of Badenheim
1939).
The Night Season May 02 2022 He captured the Beauty Killer, one of the most deranged serial killers in
the country. Now, Portland police detective Archie Sheridan faces a different kind of killer--a brutal rain
season that has flooded the Willamette River, claiming several lives. As water levels rise, so does the fear.
Because some of the victims didn't drown--they were murdered. The first body contains a rare poison.
Three others prove to be murders as well. And with each gruesome discovery the medical examiner

uncovers, Archie begins to realize he has not escaped his nightmares--even with his deadliest enemy
behind bars. The flood has washed up old skeletons from the past. And a ruthless new serial killer rules
the night...
Heartsick Apr 01 2022 Addicted to painkillers and still bound to Gretchen Lowell, the beautiful serial
killer who had abducted and tortured him before turning herself in, Portland detective Archie Sheridan is
caught in another deadly duel with a murderer targeting teenage girls.
The Godwulf Manuscript Jun 10 2020 New York Times bestselling author of the Spenser series of
crime thrillers—Book 1 in the series “The toughest, funniest, wisest, private eye in the field these
days.”—Houston Chronicle Spenser earned his degree in the school of hard knocks, so he is ready when a
Boston university hires him to recover a rare, stolen manuscript. He is hardly surpised that his only clue is
a radical student with four bullets in his chest. The cops are ready to throw the book at the pretty blond
coed whose prints are all over the murder weapon but Spenser knows there are no easy answers. He
tackles some very heavy homework and knows that if he doesn't finish his assignment soon, he could end
up marked “D”—for dead.
All that is Solid Melts Into Air Jun 22 2021 The experience of modernization -- the dizzying social
changes that swept millions of people into the capitalist world -- and modernism in art, literature and
architecture are brilliantly integrated in this account.
The Chronology of Water Dec 17 2020 From the debris of her troubled early life, Lidia Yuknavitch
weaves an astonishing tale of survival. It is a life that navigates, and transcends, abuse, addiction, selfdestruction and the crushing loss of a stillborn child. A kind of memoir that is also a paean to the pursuit
of beauty, self-expression, desire – for men and women – and the exhilaration of swimming, The
Chronology of Water lays a life bare.
The Night Season Oct 07 2022 A city on flood alert, a killer on the rampage Heavy rains have burst the
banks of the WillametteRiver; several people have died in the furiously rising waters ... but the latest
victim didn't drown: She was killed before she went into the water. Soon, other victims are found, and
Police Detective Archie Sheridan realizes that Portland has a new serial killer on its hands. Reporter
Susan Ward is on the story, but she's also got other leads to chase, and some secrets can be too frightening
for prying eyes ... with Archie following a bizarre trail of evidence, and Susan close behind, the pair must
unearth the identity of a vicious murderer, and uncover the truth behind a mystery more than sixty years
old ...
The Silence of the Lambs Nov 15 2020 The twenty-fifth anniversary edition of the #1 New York Times
bestselling classic, now with a note by author Thomas Harris revealing his inspiration for Hannibal
Lecter. A serial murderer known only by a grotesquely apt nickname—Buffalo Bill—is stalking particular
women. He has a purpose, but no one can fathom it, for the bodies are discovered in different states.
Clarice Starling, a young trainee at the F.B.I. Academy, is surprised to be summoned by Jack Crawford,
Chief of the Bureau's Behavioral Science section. Her assignment: to interview Dr. Hannibal Lecter, a
brilliant psychiatrist and grisly killer now kept under close watch in the Baltimore State Hospital for the
Criminally Insane. Lecter's insight into the minds of murderers could help track and capture Buffalo Bill.
Smart and attractive, Starling is shaken to find herself in a strange, intense relationship with the acutely
perceptive Lecter. His cryptic clues—about Buffalo Bill and about her—launch Clarice on a search that
every reader will find startling, harrowing, and totally compelling. An ingenious, masterfully written
novel, The Silence of the Lambs is a classic of suspense and storytelling.
The Birthing House Sep 01 2019 It was expecting them. Conrad and Joanna Harrison, a young couple
from Los Angeles, attempt to save their marriage by leaving the pressures of the city to start anew in a
quiet, rural setting. They buy a Victorian mansion that once served as a haven for unwed mothers, called a
birthing house. One day when Joanna is away, the previous owner visits Conrad to bequeath a vital piece
of the house's historic heritage, a photo album that he claims "belongs to the house." Thumbing through
the old, sepia-colored photographs of midwives and fearful, unhappily pregnant girls in their starched,
nineteenth-century dresses, Conrad is suddenly chilled to the bone: staring back at him with a
countenance of hatred and rage is the image of his own wife.... Thus begins a story of possession, sexual
obsession, and, ultimately, murder, as a centuries-old crime is reenacted in the present, turning Conrad
and Joanna's American dream into a relentless nightmare. An extraordinary marriage of supernatural

thrills and exquisite psychological suspense, The Birthing House marks the debut of a writer whose first
novel is a terrifying tour de force.
Man-Eaters: The Cursed #1 (of 5) Aug 25 2021 MAN-EATERS: THE CURSED reunites the original
MAN-EATERS creative team for another tale of adolescent feminist derring-do and supernatural hijinks.
Maude, now 15, is sent to Craft Camp for the week. It goes south pretty quickly. Smart, laugh-out-loud
funny, provocative, referential, scary, chock-full of ephemera, and compulsively re-readable. Plus, fairies.
[ADVISORY: Do not read this book while you are actually camping.]
Mockingbird Vol. 2 Jul 24 2021 CollectsÿMockingbird #6-8, New Avengers (2010) #13-14. A top secret
mission on behalf of an old friend, a tropical cruise. What could go wrong? Turns out it's a theme cruise super-hero themed, naturally -a fl oating comic con. Now Bobbi is trapped on a boat with a thousand
cosplayers, caped colleagues she was trying to avoid, an ex-boyfriend who keeps showing up at
inopportune times and a rampaging herd of corgis. When a passenger is murdered, Bobbi must play
Hercule Poirot to find the killer and confront some uncomfortable truths from her past in the process.
Confessions of a Teen Sleuth Jan 18 2021 "If you are reading this, then I am gone and this manuscript, per
my instruction, has been delivered to the writer Chelsea Cain for publication as she sees fit . . ." America's
favorite girl detective is back to set the record straight. According to our titian-haired heroine, she was not
a fictional character, but an intrepid real-life sleuth who investigated some of the twentieth century's
biggest mysteries. And the famous series she starred in was not cooked up by a team of writers, but
plagiarized from her exploits by a nosy college roommate-who, not surprisingly, got a whole lot wrong.
Here are the daring escapes, brilliant hunches, and dependable stock characters, including interlopers from
numerous other beloved series, that have delighted generations of fans. And here, also, are the details of
teen-sleuth life that you never saw: the secret romances, reckless driving, minor drinking problems,
political action, and domestic drama that have, up till now, remained hidden from these brave detectives'
adoring public.
I Am Not A Serial Killer Mar 20 2021 John Wayne Cheever keeps his obsession with serial killers in
check by a set of rigid rules that he lives by, hoping to the prevent himself from committing murder, but
when a body turns up at a laundromat, must confront a danger outside himself.
Evil at Heart Jul 04 2022 Chelsea Cain's novels featuring Portland detective Archie Sheridan and serial
killer Gretchen Lowell have captivated fans through two nail-biting entries, Heartsick and Sweetheart,
both of them multiweek bestsellers in The New York Times, USA Today, and Publishers Weekly.
Gretchen Lowell is still on the loose. These days, she's more of a cause célèbre than a feared killer, thanks
to sensationalist news coverage that has made her a star. Her face graces magazine covers weekly and
there have been sightings of her around the world. Most shocking of all, Portland Herald reporter Susan
Ward has uncovered a bizarre kind of fan club, which celebrates the number of days she's been free.
Archie Sheridan hunted her for a decade, and after his last ploy to catch her went spectacularly wrong,
remains hospitalized months later. When they last spoke, they entered a détente of sorts---Archie agreed
not to kill himself if she agreed not to kill anyone else. But when a new body is found accompanied by
Gretchen's trademark heart, all bets are off and Archie is forced back into action. Has the Beauty Killer
returned to her gruesome ways, or has the cult surrounding her created a whole new evil? Chelsea Cain
continues to deliver heart-stopping thrills and chills in the latest entry in this dynamic bestselling series.
My Best Friend's Exorcism May 22 2021 This ENHANCED DIGITAL EDITION features TONS of
TOTALLY AWESOME ’80s bonus materials—including Satanic Panic educational pamphlets, a do-ityourself exorcism cheat sheet, a Spotify playlist of awesome ’80s tunes, animated cover artwork, and
much more! From the New York Times best-selling author of The Southern Book Club's Guide to Slaying
Vampires comes an unholy hybrid of Beaches and The Exorcist that blends teen angst, adolescent drama,
unspeakable horrors, and a mix of ’80s pop songs into a pulse-pounding supernatural thriller. The year is
1988. High school sophomores Abby and Gretchen have been best friends since fourth grade. But after an
evening of skinny-dipping goes disastrously wrong, Gretchen begins to act…different. She’s moody.
She’s irritable. And bizarre incidents keep happening whenever she’s nearby. Abby’s investigation leads
her to some startling discoveries—and by the time their story reaches its terrifying conclusion, the fate of
Abby and Gretchen will be determined by a single question: Is their friendship powerful enough to beat
the devil?

The Treaty Feb 05 2020
The Archie Sheridan and Gretchen Lowell Series, Books 4-6 Nov 08 2022 Meet Gretchen Lowell, the
stunningly beautiful psychopath The Huffington Post called "the most diabolical female serial killer in
fiction," and Archie Sheridan, the police detective whom she caught and tortured...and then let go. Here
together for the first time in a fabulous eBook bundle are books 4-6 in Chelsea Cain's New York Times
bestselling Archie Sheridan and Gretchen Lowell series. THE NIGHT SEASON Heavy rains have
flooded Portland's Willamette River, and several people have drowned in the rising waters. And then the
medical examiner discovers that four of the drownings were actually murders. Portland has a new serial
killer on its hands, and Archie and his task force have a new case. KILL YOU TWICE A corpse has been
discovered in Mount Tabor Park in Portland, and Gretchen claims to have inside knowledge about the
grisly murder. What game is she playing this time? And more frightening, what secrets from Gretchen's
past would someone kill to protect? LET ME GO Undercover in an investigation, Archie attends a party
thrown by a notorious local drug kingpin. By morning, Archie is back on pain killers, a guest is dead and
Archie quickly realizes that only one thing is clear: Gretchen is back in his life.
Let Me Go Sep 06 2022 Detective Archie Sheridan just has to get through the next few days, then his
birthday and Halloween will be over. But with escaped serial killer Gretchen Lowell on the loose, the
investigation into the murder of a DEA agent demanding his attention, and journalist Susan Ward
showing up at his apartment needing a favour, it's going to be a long weekend. Soon Archie finds himself
crashing a masked ball on a private island owned by Jack Reynolds, a notorious local drug kingpin. By
morning, Archie is back on pain killers, a guest is dead and Archie quickly realizes that little is what it
seems. One thing is clear: Gretchen is back, and Archie's nemesis and sometimes lover has something
special in mind for the birthday boy, something she's been planning for a long, long time. On Halloween
Eve, with time running out, and the life of someone close to Archie on the line, Archie knows his only
chance is to give Gretchen exactly what she wants. But Gretchen will prove more horrifying, and
unpredictable, than Archie could ever imagine…
Written in the Snows Jun 30 2019 Century of Northwest wilderness skiing stories by noted expert 150
black-and-white and color photographs Celebrates the friluftsliv, or open-air living spirit, of backcountry
skiing In Written in the Snows, renowned local skiing historian Lowell Skoog presents a definitive and
visually rich history of the past century of Northwest ski culture, from stirring and colorful stories of
wilderness exploration to the evolution of gear and technique. He traces the development of skiing in
Washington from the late 1800s to the present, covering the beginnings of ski resorts and competitions,
the importance of wild places in the Olympic and Cascade mountains (including Oregon's Mount Hood),
and the friluftsliv, or open-air living spirit, of backcountry skiing. Skoog addresses how skiing has been
shaped by larger social trends, including immigration, the Great Depression, war, economic growth,
conservation, and the media. In turn, Northwest skiers have affected their region in ways that transcend
the sport, producing local legends like Milnor Roberts, Olga Bolstad, Hans Otto Giese, Bill Maxwell, and
more. While weaving his own impressions and experiences into the larger history, Skoog shows that
skiing is far more than mere sport or recreation.
Beach Wedding Apr 08 2020 "Michael Ledwidge writing solo is even better than Michael Ledwidge and
James Patterson. Beach Wedding is his best yet. Incredible wealth, beach houses, murder, dysfunctional
families—how can you beat all that? READ THIS BOOK!" —James Patterson on Beach Wedding A
high-society wedding party stirs up new evidence in an unsolved murder in this thrilling stand-alone from
the New York Times bestselling coauthor of James Patterson’s Now You See Her and The Quickie.
Hamptons sand… Hamptons money… Hamptons murder… When Terry Rourke is invited to the spareno-expense beach wedding of his hedge fund manager brother, he thinks that his biggest worry will be
flubbing the champagne toast. But this isn’t the first time Terry has been to the Hamptons. As the
designer tuxedos are laid out and the flowers arranged along the glittering surf, Terry can’t help but take
another look at a decades-old murder trial that rocked the very foundations of the town—and his family.
He soon learns that digging up billion-dollar sand can be a very dangerous activity. The kind of danger
that can very quickly turn even the most beautiful beach wedding into a wake.
Her Deadly Secrets Oct 03 2019 A young private investigator finds out the price of keeping deadly
secrets when a vicious killer sets his sights on her in this pulse-pounding thriller from the USA TODAY

and New York Times bestselling author of the Tracers series. Private investigator Kira Vance spends her
days navigating the intricate labyrinth of Houston’s legal world, and she knows all of its shadowy players
and dark secrets. On a seemingly normal day, she’s delivering a report to her top client when suddenly
everything goes sideways and the meeting ends in a bloodbath. Twenty-four hours later, the police have
no suspects but one thing is clear: a killer has Kira in his sights. Fiercely independent, Kira doesn’t
expect—or want—help from anyone, least of all an unscrupulous lawyer and his elite security team.
Instead, she launches her own investigation, hoping to uncover the answers that have eluded the police.
But as Kira’s hunt for clues becomes more and more perilous, she realizes that she alone may hold the key
to finding a vicious murderer. And she knows she must take help wherever she can find it if she wants to
stay alive… Written with Laura Griffin’s signature “gritty, imaginative, sexy” (Cindy Gerard, New York
Times bestselling author) style, Her Deadly Secrets is an electrifying and scintillating novel that packs a
powerful punch.
Poetic License Apr 20 2021 At age forty, with two growing children and a new consulting company
she’d recently founded, Gretchen Cherington, daughter of Pulitzer Prize–winning poet Richard Eberhart,
faced a dilemma: Should she protect her parents’ well-crafted family myths while continuing to silence
her own voice? Or was it time to challenge those myths and speak her truth—even the unbearable truth
that her generous and kind father had sexually violated her? In this powerful memoir, aided by her
father’s extensive archives at Dartmouth College and interviews with some of her father’s best friends,
Cherington candidly and courageously retraces her past to make sense of her father and herself. From the
women’s movement of the ’60s and the back-to-the-land movement of the ’70s to Cherington’s
consulting work through three decades with powerful executives to her eventual decision to speak
publicly in the formative months of #MeToo, Poetic License is one woman’s story of speaking truth in a
world where, too often, men still call the shots.
Kick Back Jul 12 2020 From New York Times bestselling author Chelsea Cain—the unforgettable Kick
Lannigan negotiates the help of an unlikely partner in the second book in the electrifying series that
started with the “edge-of-your-seat thriller,” One Kick (Booklist, starred review). Three months following
the events of One Kick, a secretive arms dealer named Bishop has come seeking Kick’s help to protect a
teenage girl under a threat from the past. Bishop believes the young woman is at risk of suffering the same
fate as her mother, who disappeared as a teen before miraculously returning home twenty years later. At
the time, many believed that there may be something supernatural involved in her mysterious
disappearance. Could that be true? As Kick and Bishop join forces to search for clues in the girl’s Florida
hometown, they realize there may be even darker—even criminal—secrets at play. Then a body is
discovered and throws both women’s identities into question, and Kick and Bishop must combine their
expertise to learn the truth. With the heart-stopping suspense, psychological twists, and the atmospheric
details readers love, Kick Back is Chelsea Cain at her best.
The Archie Sheridan and Gretchen Lowell Series, Books 1-3 Jun 03 2022 Meet Gretchen Lowell, the
stunningly beautiful psychopath The Huffington Post called "the most diabolical female serial killer in
fiction," and Archie Sheridan, the police detective whom she caught and tortured...and then let go. Here
together for the first time in a fabulous eBook bundle are the first three thrillers in Chelsea Cain's New
York Times bestselling Archie Sheridan and Gretchen Lowell series. HEARTSICK Archie Sheridan
finally put Gretchen Lowell, the Beauty Killer, in prison, but he can't seem to forget her. Now, he realizes
that even behind bars, Gretchen might be the only person who can help him find the serial killer he's
currently tracking. SWEETHEART When the body of a young woman is discovered in Portland's Forest
Park, Archie can't focus on the new investigation because the Beauty Killer case has exploded again:
Gretchen Lowell has escaped from prison. EVIL AT HEART Gretchen Lowell is still on the loose, and is
developing her own bizarre kind of fan club. When Archie and Gretchen last spoke, he agreed not to kill
himself if she agreed not to kill anyone else. But when a new body is found accompanied by Gretchen's
trademark heart, all bets are off.
Man-Eaters, Vol. 1 Oct 15 2020 Adolescent girls can be real monsters. Maude is twelve which is just
about that age when some girls turn into flesh-eating wildcats. As her detective dad investigates a series of
strange mauling attacks, Maude begins to worry that she might be the killer. From the creative team that
brought you the groundbreaking Eisner-nominated series Mockingbird, this trade paperback collects the

first story arc of the unconventional coming-of-age taleÑincluding the informative survival handbook,
"CAT FIGHT! A BOYS" GUIDE TO DANGEROUS CATS" and all-new never-before-published extras!
Collects MAN-EATERS #1-4
Mockingbird Vol. 1 Sep 25 2021 Agent of S.H.I.E.L.D. Bobbi Morse, the former Avenger known as
Mockingbird, goes solo in her own incredible adventures! With a scientific mind and a lethal mastery of
martial arts, she's one of the most versatile, in-demand assets at Maria Hill's disposal - that makes her
ideal for investigating strange goings-on in S.H.I.E.L.D.'s own medical and recovery network. And when
Lance Hunter's undercover gig at the London Hellfire Club goes south, Mockingbird sets off, battle staves
at the ready, to save him - and the Queen of England! From helping out a teen driven bonkers by her own
new powers, to doing a little dog-sitting, Bobbi shows that she's a woman of many talents as bestselling
author Chelsea Cain and artist Kate Niemczyk make Mockingbird sing! COLLECTING:
MOCKINGBIRD: S.H.I.E.L.D. 50TH ANNIVERSARY 1, MOCKINGBIRD 1-5.
One Kick Dec 29 2021 Kick Lannigan, abducted at age six, goes into a tailspin when a second Amber
Alert in a month signals the disappearance of a child in the Portland area. That's when the enigmatic
Bishop approaches her with a proposition. He made a fortune as a weapons dealer and now wants to make
good by using his resources to rescue abducted children. And he is convinced Kick's experiences and
expertise can be mined to help rescue the abductees. Little does Kick know the case will lead directly into
her terrifying past.
Heartsick: A Gretchen Lowell Novel 1 Aug 05 2022 He thinks he sees a flash of emotion in her eyes.
Sympathy? Then it's gone. "Whatever you think this is going to be like," she whispers, "it's going to be
worse." When beautiful serial killer Gretchen Lowell captured her last victim - the man in charge of
hunting her down - she quickly established who was really in control of the investigation. So why, after
ten days of horrifying physical and mental torture, did she release Detective Archie Sheridan from the
brink of death and hand herself in? Two years on, Archie now returns to lead the search for a new killer,
whose recent attacks on teenage girls have left the city of Portland reeling. Shadowed by vulnerable
young reporter Susan Ward, Archie knows that only one person can help him climb into the mind of this
psychopath. But can Archie finally manage to confront the demons of his past without being consumed by
them?
Man-Eaters: Tomorrow Belongs To You! (One-Shot) Oct 27 2021 Don't believe the radical pro-feline
media. PANTHERISM IS REAL. Does your daughter exhibit cat-like behaviors? Does she engage in selfgrooming? Does she try to go out at night? Is she impertinent? Ruminations is here to help! Page through
our promotional catalog to find the ideal treatment solution.
The Crow Girl Aug 01 2019 The international thriller sensation It starts with just one body – the hands
bound, the skin covered in marks. Detective Superintendent Jeanette Kihlberg is determined to find out
who is responsible, despite opposition from her superiors. When two more bodies are discovered, it
becomes clear that she is hunting a serial killer. With her career on the line, Kihlberg turns to
psychotherapist Sofia Zetterlund. Together, they expose a chain of shocking events that began decades
ago – but will it lead them to the murderer before someone else dies? 'A compulsive page-turner' Sunday
Express 'Compelling... we are left gasping for breath' Daily Mail 'There's a fantastic twist... the pace of its
revelations is relentless' Observer
Gone Feb 16 2021 From the author of the critically acclaimed Archie Sheridan and Gretchen Lowell
thrillers, here is a heart-stopping ride that Cheryl Strayed (author of #1 New York Times bestseller Wild)
called “deeply intelligent and grippingly suspenseful…a wickedly brilliant masterpiece.” Kick Lannigan
has taught herself to be dangerous. She can pick any lock, fire any weapon, throw any knife, and aim a
punch at her opponent’s trachea. She has also taught herself to be safe. So when enigmatic John Bishop
shows up asking her to help him rescue missing kids, Kick has every reason to be wary. He appears to
have access to limitless money, high-level contacts, and details of Kick’s background long kept sealed by
the court. Yet everything he tells her about himself seems to be a lie. Headstrong by nature, suspicious by
circumstance, and a smart-ass by self-determination, Kick can’t help but see the writing on the wall:
together, she and Bishop could make an unstoppable team, willing to do whatever it takes—legal or
not—to see justice served…if they don’t kill each other first. For Kick, whose interest in child abduction
is deeply personal, it’s a gamble worth taking. Critically acclaimed as “excruciating…compelling”

(Booklist, starred review) and “a propulsive new thriller” (People), One Kick is an engrossing,
entertaining new novel you won’t want to miss.
Spy Island Nov 27 2021 The new graphic novel from the team behind bestseller Man-Eaters is a
terrifying, sexy, and thought-provoking espionage thriller-that also happens to be laugh-out-loud funny!
The world's best spies keep watch over the Bermuda Triangle from a mysterious island outpost teeming
with supernatural intrigue, monsters, and evil villains set on global domination. The best of these spies is
named Nora Freud (no relation). She knows eighty-seven ways to kill someone with a cocktail toothpick,
and she's used thirty-two of them. Lately though, Nora has started to feel like she's going through the
motions. Close the temporal portal. Assassinate the genocidal maniac. Have sex with the MI-6 agent.
Plus, the island has gotten kind of touristy. She agrees to one last mission. But when Nora's troubled
marine cryptozoologist sister shows up unexpectedly, warning of mermaid attacks, Nora realizes that
boredom is not her biggest problem. Laugh-out-loud funny, terrifying, sexy, and philosophical, Spy Island
is the perfect comic book for anyone who enjoys travel, chardonnay, krakens, Atlantis, volcanos, scuba
diving, mermaids, ghost pirates, tropical espionage, secret agents, and/or island-casual Sean Connery.*
*Sponsored by the Bermuda Triangle Chamber of Commerce. Spy Island was created by NYT bestselling author, Chelsea Cain, writer of the Archie Sheridan/Gretchen Lowell thrillers, as well as One
Kick, which was adapted for television starring Chris Noth. Her previous comics include Man-Eaters
(Image) and Mockingbird (Marvel), both nominated for Eisner Awards. Spy Island is co-created by Lia
Miternique--cocreator of Man-Eaters and illustrator of The Hippie Handbook (Chronicle), Does This
Cape Make Me Look Fat (Chronicle), and Confessions of a Teen Sleuth (Bloomsbury). Spy Island also
reunites the entire Man-Eaters creative team, including Elise McCall, Rachelle Rosenberg, Joe
Caramagna, Eliza Fantastic Mohan, Stella Greenvoss, Emily Powell, and Liv Osborn.
Miner's Daughter Jan 30 2022 Backbreaking work, threadbare clothes, and black coal dust choking the
air -- this is what a miner's daughter knows. Willa Lowell fears that this dust marks her to be nothing else,
that she will never win against the constant struggle to survive. Even the fierce flame of her family's love
-- her one bright spot against the darkness -- has begun to dim. Willa yearns for a better life -- enough
food to eat, clothes that fit, and a home free of black grit. She also yearns for a special love, the love of a
boy who makes her laugh and shares the poetry she carries in her heart. When a much brighter future is
suddenly promised to her family, Willa knows it is a miracle . . . until she discovers that every promise
has a price. But she also discovers that the real change has burned inside her all along -- if only she is
strong enough to mine it. Writing in a style that is as breathtaking and lyrical as it is powerful, Gretchen
Moran Laskas draws from her family's past to bring to life the story of a girl struggling against seemingly
insurmountable odds. The Miner's Daughterwill touch readers' hearts and stay with them long after
they've read the last word.
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